Argosy November 1933 Volume 242 Number
magazine section - nebulaimg - magazine section section i: complete serials in magazines ... ----- the sapphire
death complete in 6 issues of 1933 argosy, vg (peter the brazen) .....55.00 ----- sting of the blue scorpion complete
in 5 issues of 1932 argosy, vg (peter the brazen)..50.00 cummings, ray flood complete in 3 issues of 1934 argosy,
second issue missing rear cover, else overall very good.....40.00 ----- the man who ... the adventures of madame
storey: volume 8 by hulbert footner - argosy aug 5 1933 pulp fiction mag erle stanley - argosy aug 5 1933 pulp
fiction mag erle stanley gardner hulbert footner franklin in books, magazine back issues | archives and special
collections - volume: 16 linear feet (document boxes 1-13, oversized boxes 1-2, 21 photograph folders and 15
oversized folders) donation: gift of donald and edward beetem, 1968 . usage: these materials have been donated
without restriction on usage. biographical sketch . charles gilbert beetem was born in carlisle, pennsylvania on
november 24, 1881, the first child of carpet manufacturer edward charles ... extract of information concerning
the 1931-1934 cruise of ... - bulletin #4 was dated november 14, an obvious typograph-ical error; the correct date
is listed in the extract as november 30,1932. bulletins noso 19, 33, 34, and 35 are apparently lost to history.
however, should any reader of this monograph have a copy of one or more of the missing bulletins, please notify
the editor at the following address in order that arrangements for repro-duction may be ... a bibliography of
richard matthews hallet - colby college - colby library quarterly 453 a bibliography of richard matthews hallet
by richard cary books the lady aft. boston: small, maynard & co., 1915. also, the nancy drew mythtery stories keeline - the nancy drew mythtery stories james d. keeline when a librarian from the university of arkansas
inquired about carolyn keene, the author of the password to larkspur lane (grosset & dunlap, 1933), she received
an elmer rice: a bibliography - muse.jhu - elmer rice: a bibliography robert hogan modern drama, volume 8,
number 4, winter 1965, pp. 440-443 (article) published by university of toronto press texts, texts, texts - gentzel argosy all-story weekly, july 20, 1929 reh to r. h. barlow, 6/1/34 the howard collector #18, autumn 1973 reh to r.
h. barlow, 6/14/34 the howard collector #18, autumn 1973 iÃ¢Â€Â™m sure it comes as no surprise to most of
you that iÃ¢Â€Â™ve been working for the past several years on preparing proofed e-texts of a significant
number of reh stories, poems, articles, and let-ters. this started out as a ... robert bellem papers - pdf.oaclib 1933, and began writing for his spicy detective stories the following year; by 1936 bellem was writing and selling
over a million words annually; also wrote under the pseudonyms anthony gordon, franklin charles, john grange,
and john a. center for pacific northwest studies newspaper collection ... - center for pacific northwest studies
newspaper collection, 1853-1987 overview of the collection creator western washington university--center for
pacific northwest studies. note - windy city pulp and paper - 1923 issues (sf stories include several installments
of Ã¢Â€Âœdr. hackensawÃ¢Â€Â™s secretsÃ¢Â€Â•, 2 stories by h.g. wells, and george allan england). the
second volume is february 20, 2005 new, pulp-related books and periodicals ... - a collection of g. t.
fleming-robertsÃ¢Â€Â™ green ghost stories that originally appeared in the thrilling line of pulp magazines. the
magical mysteries of the green ghost will appear in a two-volume set of folio-sized
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